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Willard Wyman - new Dean of Students

Paul Jenson - new Dean of Faculty

Albert Mavrinac - old Dean of Students

Mark Benbow - old Dean of Faculty

the great eustis shuffle (part II)

For the second consecutive year , there has been a major administrative turnover. The changes this year involve the offices of the Deans , Financial Aid and
Career Placement , Alumni , and student Activities. These new appointments could
have a beneficial effect on the college by bringing a new outlook into the administra
tion. On the otherhand , administrative turnover each year can create a certain
amount of chaos in that plans initi ated by one administration are not given enough
time to be effectively carried out.

The very nature of the office of the Dean of Students will make students observe
the new Dean with a mixture of curiosity , optimism , and even suspicion. Dean
Wyman , commented , "Students have a natural distrust for people in administration
and view anyone in office as an ugly authoritarian. " From the start , Wyman feels
he Is "working from a deficit. " How he will handle the inherent disadvantage of
the office will , of course , be of predominant concern to Colby students. Because
the fall semester has just begun , comments rather than actions by the new Dean
will have to suffice as indicati ons of what he will do.

The appointment of Bill Wyman as Dean of Students last spring to replace Dean
Mavrinac came as no surprise. Dean Mavrinac was expected to occupy the job for
only one year . Mavrinac is now on a year and a half leave in Saigon serving as chief
of party at the Institute for Administration in Vietnam. The Institute , sponsored
by the Institute of Public Administration in New York City , is attempting to educate
those in civil service who will fill important positions In South Vietnamese Government. During his absence, Prof. Weissberg will serve as acting chairman of the
Government Department and Prof. Gillum will serve as chairman of the History
Department.

On the Issue of Coed Dorms , Wyman said , "There is a need to reassess the kind
of life Colby students can use most effectively . The open-door policy makes it
incumbent on us to reconsider the kind of provisions for privacy and opportunities
for enriching communal life at Colby. " Wyman feels open to the idea of Coed Dorms
but wants the situation at Colby to be carefully investigated before a decision Is
made. Ho commented , "The real matter here Is one of discussion and thought. "
As it stands now , under the dormitory guidelines set clown by the Board of Trustees ,
Coed living Is banned. On the possibility of opening the fire-doors between FossWoodman ,, Wyman said , "The opening of the fire-doors would constitute a violation of the spirit of thoso guidelines. " Wyman stressed the fact,that it was his
responsibility to 'interpret and administer those regulations .

Dean Wyman , an alumnus of Colby, gained administrative experience by working
as Associate Dean of S,. udents and Special Assistan t to the President of Stanford
University, Dean Wyman received his master ' s degree and Ph. D in English literature at Stanford. While there , he was also a teaching assistant and English instruct
or , conducting composition courses and seminars in American literature. In addition to his administrative duties at Colby, Dean Wyman will teach a freshman
English course (Sec. A). His wife -will be conducting three freshman English courses,
Afte r having been on a year ' s leave from Stanford (he received a Ford Foundation
grant to write an assessment of student radicalism and university management)
and nearly two years away from the classroom , Dean Wyman is looking forward to
teaching again.

One facet of Dean Wyman ' s job will be his role as a disciplinarian. In an interview last spring, former Stanford student Bill Evers commented that ' at Stanford
"Wyman had been in a dilemma whore he had to act as the .enforcer of university
regulations and also felt sympathetic to the protestors . " Wyman is 'determined
that Colby not become ;"a sanoturay for malicious behavior. " He feels particularly
unsympathetic to "juvenile drunkeness. " On dope in the dormitories , he said ho
would not countenance "flagran t use of drugs ", but added that he has "no ambitions
or plan of becoming an investigating agent. " He feels that "alot of drugs in the
dormitory Is asking for trouble " (including raids by. narcotics agents or police) .

.Last year, there was a controversy over the merits
of the 105 and 120 credit hour systems. Colby now is
under the 105 hour system. Wyman commented that he
was "not sure that the freedom students have available
with the 105 credit hours is being used in the most
educational ways. " He feels tha t the present system
makes it difficult for a student to drop a .four t h cou r se
and still remain in good academic standing. He thinks
that a feasible alternative to the present system would
be a return to 120 credit hours with the additional .15
hours taken under pass-fail or some other special
consideration. This set-up would give students "no
academic penalty bu t an obligation to experiment. "
In interviews with Stanford students las t spring,
Dean Wyman was described as being a "fan tastic middle
man " and "a key figure in giving students an ear in the
administration. " Dean Wyman commented that at
Colby he "in tends to do alot more talking than policy
writing. " To encourage communication with students
who ordinarily would be wary of visiting the Dean 's
Office, he is planning an informal talk session with
students in the near future.
The new Dean of Faculty, Paul G. Jenson, succeeds
Professor Mark R. Benbow , acting dean last year who
is currently on sabbatical in England and who will return next year as Chairman of the English Department.
The 45 year old Dean Jenson served as vice president
for academic affairs at Temple Buell College in Denver ,
Colorado. Prior to his appointment there in 1964 he spent
eleven years at Macales ter College teaching psychology.
He was named chairman of the department in 1955 and
promoted to full professor in 1956. Here at Colby he
will join the psychology staff in teaching the second
semester freshman course 132. He will also head a
discussion group.
In his new role as Dean he views his position as
indirectly facilitating the work of others. He is there
to help determine what objectives the students , facul ty
and administration will try to reach . There is a "whole
galaxy of decision- involving processes " leading to
those objectives. And in order to keep the machinery
in this institution working he wants to make sure that
new ideas are elicited and given due attention and that
students will be involved.
In co mparing Colby, Macales t er and Te mple Buell ,
he finds them all very "exciting " "places. If he were
to rate all these on a continuum embodying innovative
concepts , he feels he would place Colby a bit to the
right of Macalester and even more to the right of
Temple Buell where things are constantly changing.
Fr om his first impressions , Dean Jenson judges Colby
t o be "traditional but not stodgy ". "Changes are made
here after long and deliberate study. " He finds Colby 's
different setting attractive and thinks that the college
has a great deal of potential "including a first rate
student body and a good faculty. "
Up to this point , his tentative impressions find Colby
to be a "strong college, but obviously Colby can be
improved" as can almost any institution. In regard to
the general atmosphere here he states "there is no
feeling of desperation as is felt in so many liberal arts
colleges in this country . " He also senses a good spirit
and real strong beginnings in developing a sense of comm
munity and hopes it will flourish and continu e". Looking
toward the future , Dean Jenson feels Colby has the
possibility of becoming a great institution in this country .
When questioned on current issues here at Colby, he
finds , however , that over the 120 credit hour issue people

New Alumni Secretary - Ed Burke
Old Alumni Secretary - Sid Farr

Vaugha n , a member of his staff.

Mr. Edward Burke , former Director of Student
Activi ties , has been named to replace Mr. Farr as
Alu mni Secretary. Mr. Burke feels that his new
capacity will entail responsibility for communicating
with and translating to the alumni what is happening
at the college. He is also responsible Tor communicating
the concerns of the alumni to President Stxiuer.
Part of Mr. Burke 's job includes organizing Parents
Weeke n d , Homecoming, the Alumni Council Summer
Workshop as well as many others.
He sees no major changes as he inherited an efficient
operation. He may, ho wev er , offer more services to
alumni such as arranging travel tours for alumni and
establishing an alumni college for those who may choose
to return and continue their education.
Mr. Burke 's only major regret is that he misses
New Financial Aid-Macement Director - Sid Farr
the students he worked with . He enjoyed his position
Old Financial Aid Director - Charles Hickox
as Student Activities Director because he . w as able to
see students on a very informal basis.
A 1960 Colb y graduate , Mr. Burke served as
freshman basketball coach from 1964 to 1967 and as
varsity basketball coach from 1967 to 1970. He had
previously been a teacher-coach at high schools in
Waterville and Oakland and at Tilton Academy in
New Hampshire.
John Zacamy, a 1971 gr adua t e of Colby College ,
succeeds Ed Burke as Director of St udent Activities.
As a Colby student , he w as a m embe r of La mbda Chi
Alpha fraternity and acted as the chapter ' s Vice -president. He was also senior class treasurer and business
manager of the Echo . He graduated from Colby with
distinction in his major of administrative science.
Zacamy is in the interesting position of student suddenly turned administrator. When asked if he felt strange
about advising students , he commented that his proximity
to students made advising easier. He would like to act
are fairly confused. Dean Jenson sees two kinds of gradas a "liai son between administration and students. "
uation requirement here which are net compatible - the
S
o far , he has found the administration "ve ry coope reight semester residence requirement and the one
ative
and openminded. "
hundred and five credit hour requirement. "The college
Zacamy
' s firs t job of the year was organizing
will have to decide what the legal tender will be " to
Freshman
Week activities. In addition to this , he has
alleviate the confusion which is taking a good deal of
been
investigating
such facilities as the fieldhouse
time on the par t of the administration , the faculty and
and
Runnals
Union
to
see how they can better be utilized.
the students .
He
feels
there
is
a
myth
about the fieldhouse " and would
"
Sidney W. Farr who has served as Alumni Secretary at
like
to
see
it
used
more
by
students. He considers the
at Colby since 1966, has been appointed Director of
basement
rooms
of
Runnals
"wa s t ed space " and hopes
Financial Aid and Career Counselling. Mr. Farr finds
a
crafts
room
could
be
organized
which would be funded
his new position "fascinating and challenging. " He
by
the
Stu-G.
In
this
way,
more
pottery
rooms and
accepted his appointment with great anticipation in
dark
rooms
could
be
set-up
to
provide
a
much-needed
expanding his service to the college. Mr. Farr is extreme
addition
to
the
facilities
in
Roberts
Union
.
To help allely enthused and "most eager for the opportunity to be
viate
problems
of
making
transportation
reservations
able to work closely with students. " He plans to follow
during vacations , he has made arrangements for Days
a fair policy to all students and is adamant that there
Travel Bureau to open a booth in Roberts Union. Another
be no deviations in policy. He is also firm about the
area of campus life which concerns him is campus jo bs.
fact that no one should be discriminated against.
As
a student , he was under financial aid so he "really
As alumni secretary, Mr. Farr has remained in
feels
for these kids ". He is trying to find more job
close contact with many Colby graduates and feels
opportunities
(one possibility is work in the mail room).
that this may enable him to help future Colby graduates
Zacamy
would
like to see "greater student involvement
when looking for jobs. But job placement is not his sole
in
all
aspects
of
the
college and apathy eliminated. "• He .
function. He believes his experience counselling students
is
hoping
that
faculty
advisors will be more active with
through the years will help him in working with students
the
organizations
they
sponsor and that Stu-G will control
over matters of career choice as well as financial aid.
more
tightly
money
allotments
to organizations . Last
Even if a student is not receiving financial aid , Mr. Farr
year
the
Student
Music
Associates
, sponsored finanstresses that his office is open to those who seek financially
by
student
government
,
lost
nearly $7 , 000. He
cial advice.
feels
that
better
control
by
Stu-G
would prevent such
He plans to establish a monthly bulletin which will be
"disasters".
sent to all students who register with him. Mr. Farr
doesn 't want students just to come to his office in their
senior year but rather to come in there to make use of
such services as selecting majors.
The office , located on the first floor of Lovejoy in the
the old ROTC room , is lined with career and graduate
school pamphlets, Mr. Farr feels that it is especially
important to acquaint students with and introduce them
to all the opportunities that are open to them.
As to the question of the hope in the restricted job
marke t for this year 's senior class , Mr. Farr replied
that he is "always hopeful " and will do all he can to
discover new possibilities.
Mr. Farr ' s position combines the work which had
been carried out by Professor Earle McKeen , who
retix'ed last year as Director of Placement and Career
Planning, and duties in the areas of financial aid which
hav e been managed by Professor Charles Hickox who
New Director of Student Activities - John Zacamj
is on leave. Hickox was named Director of Financial
Old Director of Student Activities - Ed Burke
Aid in 1967 when a rapid expansion in the area of government-supported programs required McKeen , then
also director of Career Planning, to relinquish his
responsibilities as Director of Financial Aid.
According to Mr. Ralph Williams , Administrative
Vice President , self-nnalysis proved that during this
present "financial crunch" , the best economic policy
for tho college would be to consolidate tho offices
"with no impairment to efficiency " to. what they were
prior to the addition of staff. The decision was made in
in ligh t of efforts to reduce administrative overhead.
Also , other sources have suggested that Eustis would
like to improve the efficiency of the Financial Aid
Office. In addition , the drying up of Federal funding
of the number of programs in tlie field of higher
education required a "reassessment o£ duties. " The
area of government-supported programs is now under
Mr. Edward H. Turner , Vice President for Development
Mr. Turner has ns signed the area to Mr. Obor C. Ban

Jerry Jarvis, Director of SIMS, with Maharishi

Mahar ishi

During the summer , thirteen Colby students attended
a Transcendental Meditation teacher-training course
at the University of Massachusetts in A'mherst. The
cou rse , taught in person by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
was one of several held over the pas t few summers to
meet the burgeoning need for more teachers of Transcendental Meditation (TM) . The Students ' International
3 Medi tation Society (SIMS) has watched its meditation
movement practically double in size each year 'over the
past five years or so. To consolidate and continu e its
rapid growth , Maharishi has been giving these monthD
long summer courses plus more extensive training during
the year for those interested in streng thening their understanding of the more theoretical , philosophical , and
i historical foundations of the movement , and in teaching
others the practice of TM. These aspects of TM are
available to every meditator during the advanced lectures
given by initiators at group meditations and weekend
** residence courses , but there is something to be said
for spending a month getting the same material from
Maharishi in person at these summer courses.
;
Those of us who are back on campus this fall after
taking the UMass cours e (the others from Colby have
either graduated or elected to stay with Maharishi for
fur ther study during the year) include: Nina Gigante ,
• Bill Goldstein , Dave Godfrey, Barb Higgins , Ci n dy
Jevne , myself , Wendy Shocke tt , Bill Stanton , an d Colby ' s
resident initiator , Jon Miller. Talking with these people
3 reveals an interesting consistency in their reactions to
the course and to Maharishi. All of them feel that the
summer course deserves academic credit from Colby,
and that in numerous ways it was more valuable than
5 any other study they ve undertaken. The academic areas
'
; in which credit might be sough t include just about everything, from physics to sociology to music to literature ,
, and of course , philosophy, plus about any other major
field of study. The complaints which usually appear in
any educational setting are conspicuously absent in discussions with these people. Out of the eleven hundred
i people taking the course , one would anticipate some dis. satisfaction by at least a few , but this writer has heard
. no criticisms aired about the course as a whole by anyone.
', The living conditions at the course were excellent.
The least expensive accommodations were spacious
doubles.in twenty-two story dormitories . The most
; expensive were large carpeted rooms with air-condi?: tioning, televisions , and private bathrooms. The food
was especially notable. A large number of the course
participants were vegetarians , and therefore the food
j service was able to divert the expense of buy ing huge
1 quantities of meat into such things as yogurt , brown rice ,
, buttermilk , fresh fruit and vegetables , and so on.
The classroom conditions were , physically speaking,
y rather loss than excellent. Classes wore held in a UMass
indoor dirt-floor abomination known as The Cage , pr esumably used for indoor athletic practice. The classes ,
which met twice (and occasionally, three times) a day,
>
.averaged between two-and-a-half to throe hours long
each. The combination of dust , July heat , and tin folding
chairs would have , under usual lecture conditions , been
to drive people out after tho first half hour.
But
^enough
and
as
a
' Maharishi is not a usual classroom condition ,
' result no ono complained as we sat for six hours a day ,
seven day s a week , for four weeks , on those hard seats.
^ Tho " student body was interesting in Itself- - four
"
^generations woro present , but tho gap was absent. After
r I the lectures and at meals people of nearly all ages , races ,
) classes , religions , and political viewpoin ts could be
j found talking in animated conversations. There were
Jparticlpa nts from Europe and Asia as woll as the Americas
i present. Several talented people entertained us at various
|points throughout tho course. Charles Lloyd , the wellIknown jaz& flutist , could be heard playing his gold flute
j outside the dining hall occasionally. Ono evening a woman
> graduate student showed us why angels chose harps for
their heavenly jam sessions. A famous French opera
,4 singer demonstrated his virtuosity for us one evening
,?t a locturo . But no one was as entertaining or as fascinating as Maharishi .
i

at

UMass

on and discuss the various aspects of the creative process
Maharishi spoke to us as he sat cross-legged on a
The Symposium (which UMass graciously moved into a
couch surrounded by flowers on a raised platform , with
real audi torium) attracted such diverse lecturers as
a video team on the floor in front of him recording the
Major General Franklin Davis , commandant of the U. S.
whole thing. Yet there was less of a feeling of separateAr
my War College; Roman Vishniac, biologi st and
ness than there is in some seminar situations. The three
photomicr
ographer; Landrum Boiling, President of Earlmicrophones spaced throughout the audience were open
ham
College
; Edward Taub, chief of the Neuropsychology
to anyone, and Maharishi always encouraged people to
Labora
t
ory
,
Institute for Behavioral reseach , Inc. ;
stay at the microphones for as long as they felt like keepEvan
Harris
Walker
, theoretical physicist from the U.S.
ing up the discussions. His lectures were always begun
Army
Aberdeen
Research
& Development Center; Robert
on the basis of these question and answer sessions , from
,
Dahl
Sterling
Professor
of
Political Science at Yale
which he would pick up on areas which he felt were of
University;
and
many
other
brilliant
men and women.
particular importance.
Perhaps
the
highest
point
of
the
Symposium
arrived in
After about two and a half weeks, the cou r se moved
the
person
of
Buckminster
Fuller
,
architect
, cartofrom the discussions about the many facets of TM itself
graph
e
r,
inventor
,
philosoph
er
,
and
genius-at-large.
to the problem of learning how to lecture about it to the
(He also spoke at Colby three years ago.) Maharishi
public. About three weeks into the course , we were given
and
Mr. Fuller fell in love with each other at first sight,
a pr actical demonstration of an introductory lecture. The
and
went
way out of their way at a press conference to
public was invited to a lecture addressed by Jerry Jarvis ,
prove
that
their apparently divergent methods for saving
director of SIMS . Joe Clark (th e first to initiate here
the
world
were
in fact very compatible and mutually
at Colby) , and three other initiators spoke on various
supportive.
aspects and benefits of TM. One remark from one of
This Symposium , hopefully the first of many, may
the initiators bears repeating. She was speaking about
hav
e turned much that has been though t about the creative
how in some ways TM resembled the cure-alls peddled
process
onto its head. The idea that creativi ty emerges
by traveling medicine men in her home state of Iowa and
out
of
tension
and conflict was replaced by the idea that
acros s the Midwest back in the olden days. (Help your
creativity
emerges
from peace and fulfillment; that a
arthritis , clear up your asthma, ease the pain of childbirth ,
Beethoven
does
not
achieve his spectacular gifts as a
help you sleep at nigh t, and more. ..) Except, she added ,
result
of
tension
,
but
as a relief from tension , from the
whereas the medicine men of old could only hit the same
moment
of
fulfillment
in creation; that the creative act
town once with any safety , teachers of transcendental
is
a
peaceful
(although
frequentl y extremely dynamic)
meditation usually find that their audience has swelled
,
act
born
of
fulfillment
,
reaching out from fulfillment.
measurably by their return visit. Following the opening
With
such
startling
(or
maybe not so startling, but
talks by these initiators , the floor was opened for quesat
least
newsworthy)
conclusions
and discussions emerging
tions directed to Maharishi.
from
such
famous
and
brilliant
lecturers
as those who
There were about two thousand people who came just
appeared
at
the
Symposium
,
the
press
should
have been
for that lecture , so the total number in the Cage was
blaring
Science
of
Creative
Intelligence
all
over
the place.
probably around three thousand. The audience was as
Unfortunately,
though
,
for
the
Symposium
,
the
press
,
varied as the course participants (from infants to octoand
the
outside
world
,
the
public
relations
people
in
genarians), but the questions followed a general pattern
SIMS did a less-than-mediocre job in attracting and
of hostility towards both Maharishi and SIMS. But alreaching the outside press. This writer spent some time
though those who got to the microphones were often neworking
with the SIMS people , and was quite disappointed
gative , they did not seem to reflect the majority sentiin
the
poor
efficiency of the press office. Every organiza
ment of the audience , which ranged more generally from
tion
has
its
building period to go through , of course ,
neutrality to fascination. Maharishi ' s responses , bo th
and
SIMS
is
obviously no exception.
to hostile and innocent questions , were invariably goodBut
if
SIMS'
success at public relations was a black
humored and never reflected the anger which was somemark
on
its
record
, the success of the Symposium itself
times (inexplicably) aimed at him.
.deserves
a
gold
star
(or whatever is in vogue these days)
Some of the exchanges were amusing, as when MahaThe
objective
relationship
between Transcendental
rishi was questioned about what he ate , what he recomMeditation
and
the
creative
process was examined and
mended that people eat in order to live healthier lives.
demonstrated
from
many
different
directions. Music ,
His response was that "You should eat what your mother
,
art
literature,
political
science
,
architecture
, physics,
feeds you. " Another questioner was dubious about learning
psychology,
medicine
,
education
,
religion
,
philosophy
-anything from a ' master ' . His position was haughtil y
people from all of these areas and more found that
aired: " If I am going to have a Master , then I will let
new horizons were opening in their fields , that new
Life be my Master; it will be Life that I will follow , Life
that will guide me. " Maharishi's response: "Life should relationships between their previously separate fields
were emerging in unif ying and fascinating ways .
not be your Master. You are not born to be a slave of
With the increasing development of technology and the
Life, you are born to enjoy the world; Life is to be lived
compartm
entalization of society , specialization has
not followed. "
seemed
to
be emerging as the only practical path for
The greatest hostility seemed to be directed toward
an
individual
to follow in order to gain a measure of
Mnharishi ' s and SIMS' refusal to engage In political
security
and
satisfaction
within society . But the introactivism , either vocally or practically. The question
duction
of
the
Science
of
Creative
Intelligence , and its
and
peacefu
l
happy
came: "You talk of making the world
practical
application
as
Transcendental
Meditation ,
children
but what are you doing about the Vietnamese
opens
tho
door
to
a
re-entry
of
tho
Renaissance
doing
to
help
feed
the
ideal
burned by napalm? What are you
of the Universal Man who is at home in any field.
starving nnd sholtortho homeless people of the world? "
This was the conclusion reached by Maharishi at the
Maharishi responded , in much more beautifu l language
close
of the Symposium. Whether or not this will prove
than this , that:
to
be
tho
case can only be determined as it happens or f
day,
,
for
a
"You can food a man , you can clothe a man
fails
to
happen
in tho future. The inclination on the part
his
a week , and month ; but you enn 't do it for him for
of
this
writer
,
based
on observation of the Symposium ,
entire life and expect it to make him happy . Wo laud
especially
of
the
individuals
addressing it , Is to be
the efforts of those organizations which aro trying to do
optimistic.
At
any
rate
,
future
articles will examine
such things . But wo aro concerned with giving a man
some
of
the
specifi
c
discussions
which influenced' this
something oven more fundamental , something which
can outlast anything in his environment. Wo aro teaching reaction , and maybe even stimulate such discussions
here at Colby .
fulfillment. "
International
After tho four-week course , a two-week
Symposium on the Science of Creative Intelligence was
by Dick Kaynor
hold , again sponsored by SIMS, In which some of the
greatest minds of this and other countries met to lecture
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Mr. Albert C.Palmer
Chairman of the Board of Trustees
Colby College
Waterville,Maine 04901
Dear Mr. Palmer:

by Tim Carey
The Sargent committee, a Trustee panel formed
last October to investigate the alleged deterioration
in "taste and tone " in the Echo , and to make any recommendations it felt necessary, finally made its
report to the full board of Trustees at their meeting
on June 5. The report , reprinted elsewhere on this
page , made a number of criticisms of last year 's
Echo , and recommended the establishment of a
"Publica tions Board" to "review and survey the quality of the Echo, "and report to the Board of Trustees
The subs t ance of the r epo rt was no t r eally deal t
with at the June meeting; instead , the discussion
centered around the Sargent committee ' s timing. At
the April meeting of the Board , the trustees passed
a resolution that the Sargent committee should inform the editorial board of the Echo of its recom mendations at least two weeks prior to the June
meeting. The purpose of this instruction was to allow
the Echo editorial board and the students in general
to discuss and respond to the recommendations be fore any action was taken. This , however, was not
done.
Many members of the board were somewhat upset
that the editorial board of the Echo was not consulted ,
and the Trusteesvoted , over President Stridor 's objection , to table the Sargent report until the October s
meeting of the Trustees.
In late June Albert Palmer , chairman of the Board
of Tru s t ees , arranged a meeting with this year 's
editors and Charles Hogan , president of student
government. At the meeting , the editors and Mr.
Hogan discussed the report at some length with Mr.
Palmer , concentrating on the advisability and necessity of setting up yet another committee within
the already overburdened structure of Colby governance. The main objection expressed concerning
such a publications board was that it would in no
way facilitate better communication between the
Echo and the President and Board. Instead , such
a formalized structure would probably crank into
action only after any situation had reached a crisis
stage. At this meeting and at an earlier meeting
with President Strider , the editors stressed what
they vi ewed as the vital importance of fr equent
informal talks with the President , the Trustees , and
any other interested parties. Such talks would hopefully defuse any potential trouble before either party
became locked into its position.
Mr. Palmer agreed in large part with the editors ,
especially concerning the need for a cessation of
harping and discussion of what appeared in the Echo
almost a year ago. The editors too were only too
anxious to be out of the position of defending last
year ' s paper this year. The 1970-71 Echo must now ,
for better or worse , be judged on its own merits ,
as hopefully the 1971-2 Echo will be.
Mr. Palmer and President Strider expressed similar wishes in letter to the Echo editors , viewing
last year 's troubles as now dead issues. In his letter
President Strider stated: "Our mission, it seems
to me , is clear. Let' s start out on the righ t foot and
keep In stop. " Both the President and Chairman
Palmer have indicated that , barring unforseen difficul ties , the Sargent report will probably not be
considered at the October meeting of tho Board of
Trust ''"' in its present form.
Thus u. Echo controversy seems not so much to
have resolved itself as faded away with time. Neither
side over conceedwd any fault , nor was any substantive action over taken. It would be fantasy to hope
that in the future administrators and students will
ever agree wholly on how a student newpaper could
be best run. Thoro will necessarily remain cert ain
differences of point of view between administrator
and student , caused by their different positions In
tho present academic hierarchy. By its very nature ,
a student newspaper cannot concern itsel f very much
with alumni reaction to a certain article , while alumni
Is of a groat deal of concern to administrators. What
can bo hoped for , however , Is greater understanding
botwoon administration and Echo , which can best bo
fostered by open and honest communication , so that
differences can bo, If not resolved , at least reconciled
before thoy roach tho overblown proportions of last
year.

At the request of the Board of Trustees of Colby College,you appointed
the undersigned to concern itself with the Colby Echo,even to the
extent,if found necessary, of disassociation. A reporting time of January
1971 was graciously extneded to June 1971,and your Committee reports
reports herewith,having participated in interviews with students,
faculty, administration ,trustees and legal counsel,and in research of
relevant written material.
Facts justify a finding that the editors of the Echo live what to any
professional newspaper man would seem an idyllic existence,at first
glance. A self-perpetuating group of students,they operate on money
collected by the College,answer to no one but themselves,determine
policy with no restraints and choose their associates and successors
review. They print 2500 issues in a college of 1500 students. The
recipients of these extra 1000 issues have expressed not a small amount
'
of the concern at hand.
.,
.
The editors of the Echo ask for "specific documentation" of their
shortcomings. While by and large a good college newspaper,examples
of poor journalism in the current academic year have been obvious. But
here are some of our concerns.
(a)

Continual distortion of the issue of "responsible journalism"
(which is the issue) into the question of "freedom of the press"
(about which there never has been a question at Colby).

(b)

Editorial distortion of the implications of legislation updating
the law of trespass into a totally unrelated issue,i.e. the "stifling
of dissent."

(c)

Vulgarity and racism in cartoons portraying an anti French
Canadian bias.

(d)

Editorial suggestion that the only real student power "lies in the
streets."

(e)

Attacks on the personal integrity • of college personnel.

(f)

Emphasizing by posture,size,location and print,sometimes out
of context ,vocabulary considered by some to be obscene,considerably beyond and usually apart from justification on literary
grounds.

Language,photographs,cartoons must be construed not by what the
writers,artists or editors intended to mean,but by the construction
which is placed upon them by the average and reasonable reader under
the circumstances.
We hardly expect campus publications to be perfect. They never have
been,and colleges have always taken for granted that there will be
certain amounts of distortion,inaccuracy in reporting, criticism of
administration,(as distinguished from harassment) ,quotations out of
context ,misquotations ,and so on.
A weekly printing of 2500 issues for 1500 students obviates the concept of running an in-house campus newspaper just for the students
on the hill.
Severa l remedies are possible short of disassociation by elimination of
financial support ,withdrawal of office space and mailing facilities. The
establishment of the college in the role of Publisher could be instituted
and its role clearly defined with staff defined policy, with training programs and disciplinary provisions,etc. but on balance,we t hink the
Echo should continue without such constraints and with continued
financial support,because unfortunately the idea of financial independence does not appear to be realistic at Colby.The students agree with
this.
Tho committee does not recommend disassociation or these other stops
at this time.
Nor do we recommend censorship or supervision by any person or
group at any timo, But a "free press" and a "responsible press" are , and
should bo synonymous terms. Responsible journalism Involves an
open-eyed honest awareness of what community standards are,
Instead,this committee reports with a spirit of optimism. We believe in
tho intelligence and sincerity of tho Colby students and in their capacity
to edit a froe and responsible newspaper, In order to assist In the achievement of this goal we propose to establish a Publications Board to be
appointed by tho President of tho College, consisting of six people. This
Board should consist of a rospresontative of the Echo ,Dean of Students,
tho President of the Student Government , one other student,one
faculty member and one Trustee. In addition,serving ex officio with
tho Board,shall bo an attornay who may ot the some timo bo serving
on the Board as representing one of tho constituonoios hereinbefore
named,and an experienced newspaper man,
This Board shall not consor In any way or review In advance any material unless requested by nn editor or member of tho editorial staff of
tho Echo. Such a roquost may be directed to any individual on tho
Board Instead of tho full Board,boforo or af ter any specific Issuo. Tho
Board's function shall be to review and survey tho quality of tho Echo.
Stated meetings,or regular mootlngs are not required, but shall bo hold
at tho roquost of any two members of tho Board,This Board shall
report to any subsoquant mooting of the Board of Trustees.
Our final recommenda tion is that tho acadomlo yoar 1971-1972 commonco with n sonso of newness and boginnlntj; that tho Fall 1971 Issuo
of tho Echo proceod with this optimistic attitude wo share,and wo
wish thorn woll,
Dwlght Sargont
Mrs, Frederic E, Comp
Mrs, Joan Gannett Hawley
Robert A. Mardon

Frank Fiore
Ellen Jones ECO
The Colby Environmental Council was formed just
over a year ago as a par t of the Colby Outing Club.
Expansion in activities and membership enabled the
student group to emerge as an independent organization
last semester. The C. E. C. is affiliated with both the
Natural Resources Council at the state level and the
Kennebec Valley Conservation Association at the local
level.
The C.E. C. has as its primary goal the preservation and improvement of the environment. In working
toward this end, the C. E.C. endeavours to create interest and concern in the environmental sphere and to
educate the Colby community and the public in these
matters. The council seeks to fulfi l these goals by providing an opportunity to exchange ideas at the bimonthly
general meetings , by sponsoring speakers and films ,
and by lending books , magazines , and pamphlets on
environmental subjects. Furthermore , the Council has
been responsible for the Eco, the'environ mental newsletter which first appeared in February last year.
This year the Eco will appear weekly in the Colby
Echo in order to save paper and money . Hopefully,
more people will be reached and will realize the impor
tance of their active participation as individual s in the
environmental movement. The C.E.C. welcomes new
members who are willing to work on one of the commit
tees , (recycling, overpopulation , publicity, Eco), or
on any relevant project.
Establishing Itself as a working campus organization
was not the only thing tho Colby Environmental Council
accomplished last year. Cooperating with Mr. Strider ,
the City of Waterville, and Keyos Fibre , the C. E. C.
helped launch the first city-wide newspaper recycling
attempt. Last year the Council campaigned on campus
against the S. S. T. and tlie trans-Alaskan oil pipeline.
This typo of activity will continue when the occasion
arises. As last year , the Council will plan nnd present
the Earth Day activities. The possibility of recycling
boor and soda cans and glass will be looked into this
year.
Numerous activities and projects are possible this
yoar. However , all efforts and successes are ultimately
determined by the amount of interest people have in
these things. The Environmental Council is a very
flexible organization , open to tho ideas and suggestions
of anyone who wishes to make thorn ,
The C. E. C. has its office in Life Science 101A. The
bimonthly meetings will bo , hold in L.S. 102, If you have
an ecological complaint , scheme, idea , or otherwise ,
feel free to come to a Council mooting and lot us In on it.

J GdlsBand
JG^
Ty Davis .
To those of you waiting in line for your scrumptious
Seller 's dinner and just skimming the Echo , he r e 's
our Fall semester in a nutshell: The Allman Brothers '
Band and Wet Willie on November 6th ; the J. Geils
Band and John Hammond on October 2nd. Go on to
next page do not pass go do not collect two Seller ' s
dinners . . .
pause

You poor misled souls who have elected to read on
and suffer the pangs of my persecution complex, here 's
a little background:
" Traditionally, (to my thinking at least) the performers at Colby have been pas t their prime -.Arlo Guthrie
Judy Collins , Janis Joplin (after her split from BB
and HC) , and la st semester , Richie Havens. Traditionally, we 've also always d r opped a b un dle or two on
our concerts .
Of cour se , just to screw my theories up, Rasha an
Roland Kirk dropped a grand through word of mouth
was excellent, and Richie Havens would have made
money had not a counterfeiter ripped us off for a
couple of big ones. (Then again, at this writing, ol'
Richie has bombed in every single one of his last
concerts , and befo r e he pl ayed h er e , Wood st ock had
just covered the entire state , so . „ . )
Anyway, what it comes down to is this: Even though
there are 1500 of you mothers out there , we rarely
get anywhere near 300 at a concert, hence, the outside
community nearby colleges) support us. So, your
humble S. L. C. here has to pick groups that will appeal
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to both college and H. S. tastes. T' ain ' t easy.
Howeve r, no Grand Funks or BS - that stands for
Black Sabbath , Bob - are on the horizon. The two
shows coming up give me better vibes than any show
(' cepting Kirk) at Colby yet - but then, I guess they
ought a,i since I picked 'em.
' The J. Geils Band is, without a doubt the hardiest
rocking group in the U. S. (and the world , come to
think of it). They will be featuring stuff from their
new album , and .they like playing in Maine - at Farmington last semester, they, as ' tis said , re ally tore it
ud:
John Hammond is a maker of good music - slowly
he is getting the recognition he deserves. He did a
fine LP with the Band and Mike Bloomfield when they
were still "hey you " back in 1962, (way before the
Dylan electric albums). He recently did the soundtrack
for Little Big Man . Duane Allman says he laid down
his best tracks ever with Hammond (Southern Fried)
etc . With a bass and a very fine drummer (tentatively)
he 'll go on first. Looks like a very good show.
Seriously .
If you want to find out about the Allmen Brothers ,
listen to the Live at Fillmore East LP. When I
hea r d it , I flipped and tried to book them immediately
but didn 't succeed until four or five weeks later when
the LP was in the top ten and their price had gone
up. Wet Willie , which is an okay band judging from
their LP, was part of the deal. More on that later.
Other news: I believe in Low Ticket Prices - at 1
least for Colby students. You know how hard that is
to accomplish what with prices being what they are,
so please sympathize.
Giles J. Hammond is $3.50 per with a special

deal for Colby couples: since last Tuesday , we 've
been selling special student disco unt tickets for
$3.00 each in the Spa. There still may be some left
if you try tonight. In any case , $3. 00 or $3. 50 is
a . . . damn good price for a damn good show . . .
so please come through.
Also , with a little luck , we'll have some sort of
beverage center - please do not smuggle in illegal
beverages in glass (!) bottles ! They have a habit of
breaking (which has a habit of costing us the use of
the facilities , eff ectively cancelling all future concerts and lectu res). It' s all so stupid . when beer
cans have smuggled in coat arms and wine goatskins
don 't show under coats. (If you manage to smuggle
any thing past us , bring it with you when you leave ,
please.)
Also , I faithfully promise to get the air conditioning going beforehand. Nobody even knew if we had
any last time (Ah , those happy -go-lucky, ca r efree
concert days.)
You 'll get the no smoking rap in the future Watch this space! In brief , smoke any and everything you want befo r e ! the concert .. ' and, for
God's sake (and that of future concerts), if you sneak
a smoke during, use a b eer ca n or p ape r c u p a s an
ash tray and don 't try to put it out on the floor
covering. !
Quickie general philosophy - Crazy Spiro Produc
tions is putting on little thingies on the side (like
people in informal music at the Paper Wall) and is
open to any suggestions - if you want to set up ahy
thing at all , give me a call (ext. 522) or a writp
(III , Cobu rn) .
Okay kiddies , a pat on the head and slap on the
rump to y 'all - Go on out and play . . .

Encounter Gro up s
by Si Nahra
II Marvin Rosenblum were a student at Colby he
would most likely be found sitting on the library hill
in appropriate Consciousness III garb lamenting the
fact that Colby 's education is so strictly cognitive.
"I mean , " Marvin would say, "all Colby does is give
you facts. You learn to think but forget to feel-cognitive, right? You can 't relate to people here. Except
for a few close friends about the closest you come to
relating is fighting for ice cream at make-your-ownsundae night in the dining rooms. Affective education ,
you know, relating to people , doesn 't exist at Colby . "
Marvin 's analysis is fair but he isn 't a student at
Colby (he probably doesn 't even know where the library
hill is) so why is he so interested in education , either
cognitive or affective at Colby ?
Well , Mr. Rosenblum has a theory called the spigot
theory . He feels teachers today are taugh t cognitive!/,
but since affective education Is not emphasized they
do not relate to people in a real way. If , however ,
teachers could bo taught affectively, that is if they
could be taught to accept themselves and others and
convey a real type of Interpersonal relation , this would
be passed on to their pupils and then , like turning the
spigot of a faucet , a whole stream of social change
would be tapped.
This , however , is only a theory so Marvin , along
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by Deborah Christensen
A landmark decision was handed down by Pres . Charlie
Hogan at Stu-G' s firs t meeting of the year on Monday
night,
Henceforth , all meetings will be limited to one hour
or loss. Anyone who has sat through a student government meeting In the past will appreciate the significance
of this statement. Wi th committee elections and budget
allocations coming up, however, it will bo Interesting to
see how faithfully this shortened time-table will be
followed,
Tho first meeting was devotod to outlining the proposed
schedule of events for the semester. Hogan mentioned
the possibility of a sorles of campaign speeches on the

with $75 , 000 of Federal funds , has come to Colby and
Farmington to test his idea. What he has planned is a
rather elaborate program centering around encounter
groups.
Mr. Rosenblum 's credentials are lengthy and impressive and his experience with and dedication to encounter
groups should not be underrated. He Is not a sensationalist sidewalk savior trying to foist off some personal
belief. Perhaps the best ad for his belief in encounter
groups and their potential is his own directness and
warmth . Through encounter groups he hopes to educate
prospective teachers affectively .
Let me elaborate on tlie proposed program. At both
Colby and Farmington campuses groups will be formed.
There will be approximately fifteen people in each with
throe groups in each class. These three groups will
be divided as follows. The firs t will have a mass twelve
hour encounter session once a month . Another group
will meet in encounter sessions four times a month ,
throe times each month for a total of twelve hours a
month. The third group will be a control not participating in any encounter sessions but still a part of the
subsequent follow up study.
As each class graduates , the people involved In the
study, after taking their jobs , will be evaluated by the
people they are in contact with . The results of these
evaluations which will be confidential (a participant may
Colby , Bowdoin and University of Maine campuses.
McCloskey , Bayh and William Buckley were some of
the names mentioned as possible speakers .
Treas. Bill Mayaka proposed that a position of business manager bo created to assist in carrying tho
workload of the treasurer. In the past , the position
of treasurer has proven to be too much for one person
to handle efficiently. Tho position would probably be a
paid campus .job and would entail tho close supervision
of the treasurer 's budget allocations to various campus
organizations. Last year Stu-G was forced to cover
a loss by the Student Concert Series , putting Stu-G
in tho red at the beginning of the current academic
year, The business manager would assist Mayaka in
seeing that financial disasters suchsies this are avoided
In tho future.
At long last Stu-G has been reimbursed for the Band
concert that never was. John Zacamy, director of
Student Activities , reported that he has received $975

see his own evaluation) will then be processed to see if
the encounter groups and their attempts at affective
education significantly effected the way a person could
relate to others and in turn hav e others relate to him.
Encounter groups have been a much discussed and
often maligned phenomenon. As seen by Mr. Rosenblum ,
encounter groups are a powerful and effective way for
people to reach (dare I say experience) themselves and
others — powerful and effective , not dangerous and
exotic. The leaders will be competent , haVing had
experience in conducting encounter groups , and if a
person would want to leave after he has begun he is
perfectly free to do so.
Exactly who may partic ipate in this program of
affective education is an open question. The term teacher
or educator can be all encompassing or very selective.
Certain people may be eliminated due to their plans of
future occupation , however , it would be bes t to check
and make sure. Anyone considering participating should
see Professor Jacobsen of the Education Department.
He and Professor Zohner took part in . an encounter
session this past week and would be able to answer any
questions that may occur to you.
A study of this nature involving so many for such a
length of time has never been conducted before , Getting
into this program could be a very promising and rewarding experience for all concerned,
from the group thus far wi th $225 . still outstanding,
Better late than never.
Ty Davis , social chairman , has lined up two big
concerts for the fall: J. Goils , Bind and John Hammond
on October 2 , and on November 6, the Allman Brothers
and a small group call Wet Willie.
Davis wrote an interesting review of las t spring ' s
Rahsaan Roland Kirk concert which appeared in the New
York Times last May . At l east someone on this campus
knows what he 's doing and is doing it right.
Anne O'Hanlan , academic life chairman , announced
a newly created lecture series sponsored by her committee and Stu-G. Leslie Fiedler , literary critic , will
be here on October 22 , and John Sale, a reporter for
Esquire magazine and a personal friend of William
Galley ' s , will appear on December 2,
Tho meeting was adjourned , as promised , after
one hour. Maybe this ' year will be a successfu l one
after all.
•
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Perhaps the most remarkable thing abou t this :
fall at Colby is the amount of unfinished business
left over from last spring. Also remarkable is
that many of these old issues are to be handled
by new administrators. What folios is a short
overview of some of the issues upcoming in the
following weeks.
The question of whether the requirements for
graduation should be raised to 120 credit hours
has been returned to the EPC , where the matter
will be gone over one more time, hopefully with v
a good deal more reflection than was evidenced
last Spring. It will be incumbent upon the administration to prove the need to return to. a. 120 credit
hour system - something that was not done last
spring. This issue is at the heart of the educational
philosophy of Colby , and the direction which the
college decides to take will affect Colby for years
to come.
The time seems to have finally come for some
kind of action on the coed dorms issue. The Student Affairs Committee of the Board of Trustees
has started considering this emotional issue. If
Colby is to have coed dorms next year , the recommendation of the committee must be made
sometime this fall.
The Rights and Rules committee has a tremendously complex job ahead. Other than set up dorm
autonomy guidelines last year, the committee did
nothing of substance. The rules of the college are
in many places vague and hopelessly outmoded ,
thus making enforcement almost impossible. The
drug rules , the rules against vandalism, the
parking regulations, all are in need of examination and revision. The administration will have
to decide whether it really wants to share, with
students , the responsibility for formation of
college rules . And the students on the committee
will have to convince the administration that they
are seriously ready to accept the responsibility.
The Financial Priorities Committee was characterized last year by agonizing slowness, acting
on only two proposals all year. The committee
now has before it a proposal concerning the equity
of the college 's policy of sending unlimited numbers
of employee ' s children through college, on the
theory that this represents an implicit tax upon
those who don 't have any children. President
Nixon ' s economic policies will also give the committee a great deal to talk about.
These and other issues are all waiting upon the
reconvening of the committees this fall. We hope
that this will occur as soon as possible. Last year ,
through a combination of student and administrative inertia , many committees did not hold meetings
until November , and nothing of substance was done
until second semester. The issues at hand are too
important for this to be repeated.
With the reconvening of Con-Con coming this
Spring, it would be all too easy for students to
abandon the cumbersome committees until they
are revised , or until some other system is devised
to take their place. This , however , would mean
another year of inertia at Colby . If the college is
to regain its momentum as a. "progressive
liberal arts institution , " these issues must be
dealt with now.
Relations b6tween the students and Eusti s look
as though they could take a noticeable turn for the
better this year. On the basis of meetings with Dean
Wyman and President Strider; leaders of Student
Governm ent , Student Judiciary , and the Echo are
unanimously optimistic about the new administration
There appears to be a genuine desire for fr ankness
and cooperation on both sides , and even if (when)
disagreements arise, there is every indication that
they will be conducted within a context of mutual
respect.
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DOWNTOWN BLUES
A native 's compendium of the myriad problems confront
ing the Colby Student who wants to live off campus. In
list form and chronological order, so it can be easily
referred to as one encounters each step along'the way.
Assuming that one has already made the Decision to
live in the "real world", away from the served up,
warmed over Colby dorm , one 's first problem is:
Asking Permission . Convincing the Parents that it' s
really a good idea can be especially difficult if the
would-be off campus dweller is a girl. Some common
questions asked:
"Is the place clean?"
"How will you cook balanced meals ? "
"How will you get to school?"
"There won ' t be any boys (girls) living there, of
course . . . ?"
"But you ' re only in college for fou r years - better
you should stay in a dorm and really enjoy college
life !"
Choosing a Place
Assuming you 've gotten permission (usually given reluctantly) you next have to convince a landlord that
you 're a responsible person, and will be a clean tenant.
Often, this is not so easy. Some landlords will refuse
to rent to college students. Some will refuse to rent to
men students , and some women students. Most put a
ban on loud parties and late night noise. Some explicitly
reject cats , dog s, f riends , stereos , motorcycles, and
any hint of sex or dope. "I don't want any of that marijuana stuff around here - I' m not saying you use it,
I' m. just warning you. "
Some landlords will tell you an apartment is for rent
on the phone , but upon seeing your face (hair , bea r d ,
clothes) they'll tell you the place is suddenly no longer
available. That's called "discrimination " and f ea r , and
its kind of a shock to lily white suburban students when
they encounter it. Luckily , it doesn 't happen too often
in Waterville.
For these reasons , and , more importantly , financial
ones , Colby students have been known to accept housing
which, according to national standards , is a disgusting
mess. An apartment on Front Street lacks hot running
water. Parts of a rented house on Park Street have been
condemned. For months , the inhabitants of a house on
Lawrence Street put up with plumbing that dumped waste
into the back yard. But even with these drawbacks, more
and more people are flocking downtown to live.
Making The Deal - Should a prospective rentor look
for a place in June or in September? There are problems
on both sides. If an acceptable apartmen t if found in
June , three months of Summer rent will have to be
forked over. Often , this means $150 spent to keep an
empty apartment. On the other hand, in September there
is an extreme scarcity of housing. Occasionally, though ,
an apartment can be rented in June , and sublet through
the summer.
Experienced renters in Waterville keep an eye on
local politics. For example, Mr
, a local realtor ,
is a Democrat, and Mr
„ of ~ .... Realty, is a
Republican. Depending on the local administration , the
Building inspector will also be a Republican or a Democrat. This may make a difference if you have a major
complaint against your landlord.

Fixing the Mess - Since many Colby s tuden ts end
up living in a wretched mess , they find they have a lot
of fixing to do. For example, a group of students moving
into a rented house found the following mess: The furnace
leaked oil into the cellar, the bathroom sink , bath, and
toilet drained into the back yard; the neighbors had
petitions against "feelthy heepies " in the block; stray
cats and dogs had deposited worms , f leas , and ring
worm; one floor , two walls, and one ceiling had to be
replaced. If the mess wasn 't cleaned up in three days, the
building inspector threatened to condemn the place. All
this in one house. And don 't forget: you 've paid rent
on your dream house all summer , you ' re not about to
abandon her now. You simply dig in and do the work.
Usually, the landlord will pay for all materials to improve
the house. But seldom will the landlord pay for your
labor.
The solution to fixing a wretched mess is for everyone
to Pitch In. With the trend moving toward large houses
with lots of people , the only way to live is by cooperation among all parties. There are systems (but these
include lists and paperwork) that can be set up to insure
that meals are cooked , dishes washed, and garbage
removed , etc. Sometimes , if you just let things be,
everyone pitches in voluntarily. This is more likely,
of course, if everyone is emotionally close at the outset.
Keeping the Pets can sometimes be the most disgusting problem, if they are improperly cared for in
an apartment. Colby students seem to like to keep a lot
of cats - in one instance , a dozen cats in an apartment.
The problem here lies in an accumulation of shit. Be it
in the Kitty Litter box , or behind someone 's AR speakers
and stereo, feline feces is an unpleasant thing to clean
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up for many cat owners. Hence, no one cleans up the
cat's excrement. It is amazing, but true , tha t on e can
walk into an apartment which smells quite strongly, and
find everyone walking around unperturbed.
Another problem for many pet owners is separating
the pets from the parasites. Locally, there have been
se vera l case s of pets giving people crabs , f leas , and
ringworm. It should be pointed out , of course , that pets
are n 't discriminating in their transmittal of these other
pests . Once an outbreak starts, an apartment and its
dwellers can become infested. Presently, there are
several people walking around with ringworm caugh t
from an infected cat. The only solution to this problem
is cleanliness.
Once everyone has moved into the new place , especially if "everyone" includes more than two or three
p eopl e , the next problem is Calming the Neighbors .
Your new neighbors might petition against you , insult
you , hassle you , call the police on you , or ignore you.
Often , but not always, their reaction depends on your
appearance. But good neighborhood relations are far
from impossible. A "family " of twelve Colby students
(men and women) living together in a rented house
enjoyed excellen t relations with their neighbors last
year. One of the few requests was that they put curtains
in the windows.
Sometimes it' s beautiful the way neighbors go out of
their way to help newcomers, even if they are Colby
students. In one case, a neighbor came over and helped
paint a room , and another plowed the snow in the winter
Students get a good feeling from making friends with
the family next door , and the experience is well worth
the problem.

true price
Puppet theater bringing us warm friendly humor in the shade of a sunny Colby
day

Lawless

looking desperately to the weekend to slow us down

Sweet children of God we drove here with our parents on our way to the Now

Activity Fair rush to join groups and be something identity

a place a label

World new places , people sights , walking wi th a candle in one hand and a pine

what is Warmth a nonact ivity commune of huggers , smilers , and crazies

cone in the other (patience , sweet Deanna) The firs t mixer (long after the carry-

thats not enough it has to bo official some of us screaming happy got to the

ing of trunks and hello goodbye) a noise hole in the wall gang so into the ligh t and

mellow mountain boys

following darkness making friends fast but not fast friends spill out into warm

far Gregs come on his fiddle

night lawn talk and soft lights fool a part of the Milky Way

Saturday nigh t SOBU danco

Bo carofu l not to try and grow up all in one night its not an obligation to bo
fulfilod for being hero

lntor wishing to be a pure happy child

(if tho upper-

through the space of runnals

run awny insido

great music for dancing and soaring dizzily

plenty of that for a good time since stupid Colby

)fantasy of seeing Leon Thomas perform in runnals gym) first week of
a tribal fertility rite on rubber grass with

assigned shamon and paper carbon semen
first olassos

amazed at how

once again fails to materialize

classmen want them?)
registratlon-a war a race

and bounce , clap drink wine and beer

rain fog on the hill

were and how we tried

check for mail

ripped off by now books

Colby for many now people has it been done right

smilo and say hi or

bo sure to pool off tho tag for tho

we all remember how wo

but it doosnt seem to help much

( purposely skipping the whole frat scene
it

so stay quiet)

since 1 dont know about
t
» **
'

laculty and Student Government ratify the work of the
committee, then the measure is sent to the President.
However, if there is a disagreement between Student
Government and the faculty, then the issue goes to the
Conference and Review Board. This body, composed
of 18 students , 18 faculty, and two non-voting alumni,
is responsible for settling differences between the
by Rick Gawthrop
faculty and Student Government, as well as reviewing
academic and administrative departments on a regular
.T5v
basis.
When the faculty and Student Government concur on
The decision-making process at Colby has been
a proposal of an administrative nature it is the Presivariously described as "tedious ", "unproductive ", and
dent's choice whether to implement it immediately, or
"insulated from student influence ". Indeed , the campus
if he feels circumstances warrant it, refer it to the
political machinery comprised of committees , b oards ,
Board of Trustees for.final consideration. Like any
student groups , and administrators is complex; and the
other legislative body, the Trustees have committees
time it takes for a proposal to become policy is often .
painfully long. However, this system is not inaccessible, to which they refer matters requiring detailed study.
Students have voting representation on five of the trustee
students are involved in every stage of policy-making
committees (Educational Policy, Equal Opportunity,
and potentially have considerable influence in shaping
Planning , Buildings and Grounds ,- and Student Affairs).
their educational environment.
After these committees report to the Board , the deciAn examination of the structure of the committee
sion of the Board , which includes two non-voting stusystem bears this out. Proposals usually are initiated
dents, is final .
in the twenty-three college committees, whose members
include varying numbers of faculty, students, and adThe committee system contains , of course, some
contradictions between its theory of "shar ed responministrators. Generally responsible to the faculty and
sibility " and what has actually happened since the
Student Government these committees deliberate on
Constitutional Convention of 1969 set up this policysuch matters as the curriculum and graduation requiremaking machinery. Aside from the vexing problems
ments (Educational Policy Committee), social and
dormitory rules and their enforcement (Rights and Rules) of delays inherent in such a system, several misunder- '
standings have arisen. One committee, the Financial
and other administrative concerns (Admissions, FinanPriorities Committee, was not organized until a year
cial Priorities , Architectural, Standing, etc.).
after the close of ConCon; and since then, the extent
Proposals coming out of the committees are then reof its powers has been the subject of a continuing debate
ferred for approval to the faculty and Student Governbetween the student and administration members of the
ment , except for proposals concerning educational
committee. Another illustrative example is the tortuous
policy which are referred solely to the faculty. If the

GOVE RN
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71-72

by Charles Hogan ,
Stu-G President
Student Government looks forward to a very exciting
yet arduous year. This year will be stimulating and
hectic due to the many important policy decisions that
will be made in the college and the new programs am

J UDICIARY
71-72

Chief Justice
The college student judicial system has undergone
many silent changes within the last few years , even though
the language of the Student Judiciary 's charter , as outlined on pages 15-25 of the Student Handb ook , has remained the same. Many factors have contributed to
this development: administrative personnel changes ,
particularly in the office of Dean of Students , quasidormitory autonomy, and the nature of new kinds of cases ,
to name a few. In short , the evolutionary development
of other college departments , institutions , and community
attitudes necessarily bring about alterations in our
judicial system and tho context within which it functions.
This is an appropriate time to explain the mechanics ,
theory, and application of Colby 's Student Judicial system
in view of the new freshman class and our sophomore class
that has really never seen tho system in effect. Moreover ,
Dean Wyman sooms very eager to help rofurbush Student
Judiciary and to give It added responsibilities. Therefore ,
a thorough review should bo valuable for everyone.
Tho Sf udent Judicial Board consists of twelve members,
two men.and two women from the th ree upper olnssnfl.
Tho offices aro Chief Justice , Vioe-Chlof Justice , and
Secretary which aro elected by tho board in tho spring
of each year. Now members are selected from tho freshman class each spring by a board of Student Judicial
members and Student Government members. Once
by Swift Tarbell

path the issue of co-educational living has taken through
the committee labyrinth. In the academic year 1969^-70
the Rights and Rules Committee unanimously passed a
resolution recommending to the President the establishment of a coeducational living unitvon campus.
The Presiden t referred the matter to the Trustees.
In the summer of 1970, the Student Affairs Committee
aof the Board, at the same time it approved the dorm
autonomy proposal .voted to end all co-educational
living units, such as the Roberts Union experiment, as
of June, 1971. However, last spring, upon a plea from
the members of the last Roberts community, strongly
supported by Student Government, the Board agreed to
reconsider the issue; and the matter is now before the
Student Affairs Committee once more.
Despite the many faults of the committee system , it
remains the only realistic means through which substantial change can be effected at Colby. The system 's
accomplishments in the past two years , while disappointing to some, are nevertheless real: dorm autonomy,
the approval of the Joint Statement of the Rights and
Freedoms of Students by the Administrative Committee ,
the FPC 's recommendation that money for intercollegiate
athletics be diverted to needy academic departments , and
the adoption by the Truste es of the majority report of
their committee on Equal Opportunity. Moreover ,
several important items - namely, co-educational living
and the whole matrix of graduation requirements, passfail, and acceleration - are on the verge of being acted
upon this fall. It would be helpful , indeed, if all the
college 's constituencies support the committee system
this year, so that these, and other items, can be settled
in a manner truly reflecting the ideal of "shared responsibility ".
aent Government will begin this fall, namely the open
proposals that Student Government plans to launch. Fore- Door Fund and the course critique. The Open Door Fund
most in our program is the question of the acceptability
is an annual drive which seeks to raise funds to assist
of new modes of living and dormitory organization, i. e.
disadvantaged minority students in meeting Colby 's
coeducational living and expansion of the Center for
financial demands. The course critiqu e is a project
Coordinated Studies, and revision in the academic sector , of our Academic Life Committee and is a systemitized
namely the requirement and curricular systems. These
evaluation of all the courses offered in the college
areas will be our two major avenues of concern and
(available to all students). Student Government will
promotion; hopefully resulting in significant change for
also form a position of Business Manager which will
next year. Also very important in our objectives for
assist the Treasurer in the bookkeeping and in handling
this administration is preparation of the student platform
the accounts of the various student organizations.
for the reconvening of the Constitutional Convention in
Aside from funding the campus organizations which
the spring. The Constitutional Convention will meet again
provide the extra-curricular activities at Colby, Stuin full session to assess the successes and failures of
dent Government is sponsoring an ambitious series of
our present governance system ( effective since the fall
concerts and lectures of its own. A series of concerts
of 1969 when the original ConCon was organized) . Much
and a lecture program of major contemporary personalwork and preparation will be needed to insure the ameities are being contracted as well as a series of national
lioration of the inherent shortcomings of the system as
political candidates .
it exists now and to advance farther into the ideas that
Obviously, Student Government has an important and
shared college governance suggest.
difficult year ahead. We have exerted no mean influence
Falling under the title of institutional change,Student
in the affairs of the college in the past few years and we
Government is preparing a review and modification of
can continue to be responsive to the needs and expectaour constitution , preparation of a handbook for repretions of the student body and decisive in the college
sentatives and active students affiliated with our organidecision-making processes only if we have the particizations , reconsideration of membership in the National
pation and assistance of many open-minded students.
Student Association , and, in general, attempting to
Student Govern ment must remain the locus of student
streamline the routine functions of Student Government
power and interests and an active, significant voice if
and "clean house " in our own organization to insure
change congruent with the needs of Colby and the times
efficiency. The annual yet outrageously complex tasks of
is to be realized. Student Government will achieve these
allocation of the $65, 000.00 Student Government budget
ends outlined above and remain responsive to the continand assignment of students to the better than 25 college
ual influx of new issues only with your support. We encommittees and other bodies is being prepared under new courage your participation either as a dormitory reprocesses this year and should be completed by October
presentative or as an interested student. I am optimistic
first.
about this year and in our chances for attaining subRevitalization of two very significant projects of Stu'
stantive progress.
selected for Judiciary , a person serves in perpetuity
Judiciary , the complaintant will usually serve as the
until graduation.
prosecutor at the hearing, give testimony , and proStudent Judiciary exists for the benefit of all Colby
duce necessary witnesses. The accused student is
students , It is believed that Students should have the
entitled to the following rights: to be provided with a
right initially to be judged by their own peers in cases
statement specifying the nature of the charge , to deterof infractions of all non-academic rules of the college.
mine whether he wants an open or closed hearing, to
This righ t extends from the-premise that .in most cases
remain silent when questioned by the prosecution or the
students are best able to understand and to deal with
board , to be assisted in his defense by an adviser of his
matters involving other students , It is also believed
choice, to present witnesses and character references
that when the responsibility of having a voice in the
on his behalf , to question witnesses whose statements
formulation , implementation , and enforcement of college
may bo considered by the board in the determination
rules is delegated to students , it will help to contribute
of guilt, to have reasonable time prior to the hearing to
to student advancement of "responsibility and maturity "
prepare his defense , to be assured that information
and in a positive way "establish a relationship of trust
related in confidence to his legal council, chaplain ,
and mutual respect among all members of the community
colleg psychologists , and the college health service will
Hence , a credible and effective student judicial system
not be used against him without his permission , and ,
cnn be a major factor in creating a viable academic and
ultimately, to appeal his case to the Faculty Appeals
social environment whereby the individual student can
Board wi thin fourteen days . The accused student and
exercise the maximum amount of freedom while mainprosecution must appear at tho court when the hearing
taining tho personal righ to of others. This Is the ideal
is scheduled. If tho defendant willfully perjures himself ,
to which we all aspire , because what c ould bo better
ho is subject to immediate expulsion , and when requested
than students responsibly conducting their own affairs.
to make a plea the accused must plea either guilty or
So much for tho theory . How does the systmo work
not guilty to the charges presented.
in practice ? A complaint for a violation of a college rule
If the dofondant pleads guilty to the charges the board
can be brou ght to St udent Judiciary from virtually any
will then decide what punitive action is to be tnkan. If
member of the community : students , deans , professors ,
tho plea is not guilty, testimony from both sides will
head residents , HUldings and Grounds , and so on. If
bo hoard and on tho basis of tho facts presented tho
tho alleged illegal act occurs in a dormitory by a member board will decide guilt. After tho hearing with Student
of that dormitory and can bo resolved within the dormitory Judiciary either tho dofondan t or tho Dean 's Office may
judicial system , thoro Is no need to proceed to Student
appeal the case to tho Faculty Appeals Board. This
Judiciary unless the defendant wishes to appeal the case,
point is important and requires clarification. It is
Also , tho accused has the option of permitting tho Dean
commonly accepted that tho defendant should always
to docido his case privately without i\ hearing boforo
hav e tho right of appeal In our country and this right
Studont Judiciary.
is uphold within our college judicial system, However, '
Regarding oases that aro brought ho Core Studont
tho prosecution does not hav e tho right in municipal

law to appeal to higher courts if it is not satisfied with
the outco me of the case. Trying a person twice on the
same charges is called double jeopardy and is unconstitutional. However, Colby 's judicial system obviously
is not to be equated with a municipal court of law as
the Deans do have the option of appealing a case to the
Faculty Appeals board if Student Judiciary 's decision
is not considered appropriate . This discrepancy between
the municipal systenu>and our system arises because
the Dean of Students is vested with the authority and
ulti mate responsibility for student discipline. The pros
and cons of this point will be discussed after explaining
the fu nctions of the Faculty Appeals Board .
The Facu lt y Appeals Board consists of three professo r s
each appointed by the President upon recommendation
from the Executive Committee of S udent Government and
Student Judiciary. Ther term of office is three years
and appointments are staggered so that a new member
comes onto the Board each year as another member
retires . The Faculty Appeals Board deliberates upon cases
which fall into two basic categories , academic and nonacademic. It adjudicates academic cases involving cheating
on exams , plagerism , and the like. Secondly, it serves
as an appealate board for non-academic cases coming
from Student Judiciary. Appeals do not necessarily stop
with the Faculty Appeals Board, however , Once again,
wither the defendant or the Dean 's Office may appeal the
case to the President of the College whereby the matter
is ultimately resolved. Hence, from the defendant' s point
of view he can appeal his case three times , beginning
with his dorm judiciary and proceeding to Student Judiciary ,
Faculty A ppeals Boa r d , and the president; or his case
may be appealed by the Dean 's Office three times. It is
clear then that Student Judiciary merely has advisory
power if its decisions can be appealed by the prosecution.
This situation may or may not seem fair in the name of
ju stice , but apparently it seems necessary for the Dean
to.reserve such power if he in fact and in law is vested
with the actual responsibility of discipline. The iioard
of Trustees delegates such responsibility to the President
which he in turn delegates to the Dean of Students. Technically, the manner in which the section on Discipline
is worded on page 38 of the Student Handbook :
Discipline
The college reserves the right to dismiss
any student whose presence its officers
believe to be detrimental to the general
welfare. The dean of students is vested
with authority regarding discipline. Cases
requiring discipline are usually investigated by the proper Judicial Board. (See
Student Government Constitution , Article
III - Judiciary)
can be construed that the dean is not required to
further delgate disciplinary matters to Student Judiciary
for adjudication. However, in view of the clause in section
II of the .Student Judicial charter on page 20 which gives
Student Judiciary the right of "original jurisdiction '
over non-academic matters , it would seem unreasonable
in almost all situation s for the Dean to prevent the
Board from hearing a case as he has the righ t of appeal
if unsatisfied with the outcome. Traditi onally, the Dean
of Students has not barred Student Judiciary from hearing
cases , and incumbents of both offices have cooperated
with on another quite well. But the legal loophole exists ,
you should be aware of it , and it can be invoked at any
time as was the case last year. The only way in which
one could approach' changing this inconsistency is to
revise the college charter through the Maine State
Legislature , from which the powers of the college are
derived.
This year the new Dean of Students is very aware of the
problems encountered last year and is anxious to restore
respect and credibility in the system. At the same time
Dean Wyman points out the need for many new judicial
precedents to be established and to be responsibly upheld
by all students. For example , with the new system of
dormitory visiting regulations students have more
social privileges which must be accompanied by greater
maturity and responsibility.
It is a good idea to understand your judicial system
and to .be familiar with the rules. Read your handbook ,
know your rights and responsibilities , and use them.
Re member , we have an Ombudsman to whom you can
turn for impartial and objective advice. In the situation
where a complaint arises that oonnot be resolved through
existing channels our Ombudsman , Mr. Chapman , is
the proper party to aid you. Most important of all , it
must bo realized by all members of any community that
a judicial body alone cannot maintain proper order.
It requires tho efforts and vigilance of all parties involved to ensure that we have a community whore regulations are established , Implemented , and uphold from
within rather than dictated from above.
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Leather Goods and Silver Jewelry Made
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HOLE IN THE WALL SHOP
WELCOMES
LONG HAIRS, YOUNG LOVELIES
AND SPIFFY DUDES

with
an imaginative
bag of right-on
things for guys
and gals, what
more could you
want? we
have that too!
COME IN AND MINGLE. . .

Free classifieds and ride and rider info will be aired
Tuesday and Thursday nights at 10:00 on WMHB. Call
269 or place unformation in boxes in Roberts or Runnels
Union. News broadcasts nightly at 8:00 - on the air from
7:00 A.M. to 1:00 A.M. - if you're having reception call
us - WMHB
A workshop is being planned by Literary Volunteers
to train volunteers from Colby to teach functional illiterates to read or to read better.
The sessions include instruction , practice teaching,
presentation of new simple adult reading materials, and
an understadning of students and the entire literacy program.
Tapes, slides, and workshop groups of four or five
persons will be used. Teachers' kits will be complete with
basic teaching materials.
Literacy Volunteers is an organization in which volunteers teach basic reading and writing to adults and
teen-agers who cannot read at all or who read below the
fifth grade level.
Teaching is done on the one to one basis with each
teacher teaching two one-hour periods weekly, at a time
and place convenient to the teacher and pupil. The names
of all students are kept strictly confidential. All instruction is free.
Teacher requirements are training in a workshop and
agreeing to teach a student one hour twice a week for at
least one college year, allowing, of course, for vacations
and sickness.
The planning meeting will be held on Thursday, September 30th at 3:30 in Room 208C of Miller Library .
Students will be expected to buy an $8.00 teachers kit
and pay a $10.00 training fee.
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College seniors preparing to teach school may take
the National Teacher Examinations on any of the four
different test dates announced by the Educational Testing Service. New dates for the testing of prospective
teachers are November 13, 197 1, and January 29, April
8, and July 15, 1972. The Bulletin of Information' for
Candidates contains a list of test centers, and information
about the exam, as well as a Registration form . Copies
may be optained from college placement departments,
or directly from college placement departments, or
directly from National Teacher Examinations, Box 911 ,
Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey
08540.
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The Law School Admission Test, required of candidates for admission to most American law schools, will
be given on October 16, 1971, December 18, 197 1, February 12 , 1972, April s, 1972, and July 29 , 1972. Since
many law schools select their freshmen classes in the
spring preceding entrance, candidates for admission to
next year 's classes are advised to register for the October, December , or February administration/ Candidates for the test should secure a copy of the Bulletin of
Information. Registration forms, either write to the
Law School Admission Test , Educational Testing Service
Box 944, Princeton , N.J. 08540 or obtain a set of the
materials locally at Miller Library 8B from Professor
Berschneider.
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Sept. 27 - Meeting - Senior History majors only Smith Lounge - 4:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M. - Rehearsal - Orchestra - Bixler

Even Bat man?

HOLE

MQlinery 0 Fancy Goods,

Sept. 28 - 6:30 P.M. - Informal session (3rd of 4)
on Basic Computer language - Computer Center - 4th
floor Keyes
7:30 P.M. - India Day - Illustrated lecture by Professor
Naravane - Given Aud. - "India-Life and Landscape ".
Oct, 1-8 - 10 P.M. - Opening of "Twentieth-Century
Works from the Private Collection of Mr, and Mrs. J.
Marin, Jr." - Jette Gallery.
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Officers responsible for the various organizations and
clubs that will seek financial assistance from Stu-G
should submit their estimated budget (71-72) as soon as
possible. On submitting their requests, period and
specific uses must be stated. In addition, the officers
must have the final outline of the estimated budget signed by the President and Treasurer of the organization yor club and by the Faculty Advisor. If the organization
fails to comply with this, the appropriations committee
will not consider their requests. It will also be appreciated if each organization would send the names of the
other officers of the organization for the current year.
Submitting these requests at the earliest time will give
you an early start.
The Ford Foundation is pleased to announce the continuation of the doctorial programs for American Indian,
Black and Mexican American and Puerto Rican students.
These fellowship programs are for students who have
not undertaken any graduate work and who wish to
pursue the Ph.D. and to enter careers in higher education.
Each program will support full-time graduate study for
up to five years contingent upon the Fellow's satisfactory
progress toward the Ph. D. Instructions and application
forms may be obtained from The Ford Foundation,
320 E. 43rd Street, New York, N. Y. 10017. Application
for all three programs must be complete by January 10,
1972.
Scholarships are provided by the U.S. government
under the Fulbright-Hays Act and by foreign donors for
graduate students who wish to study abroad. In addition
to Full Grants, which provide round-trip transportation,
as well as tuition and maintenance for one academic
year , other types of grants are available. For more information, contact the Institution of International Education, 809 United Nations Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10017.

j GEORGE STACK POZ. XS,

/Fruit and Confectionery,
PfPES AND TOBACCO

Oysters in, every Style.
OPPOSITE

WILLIA MS HOUS E.
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Pizza by Norm
Tel . 2-2400
Sandwiches-Dagwoods
Free Delivery
Open 6 days
11 a. m. -midnite
Sun. & Holidays
4 p. m. -11 p. m.
Eat in or Take Out
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Any student wishing to serve on a committee of the
college should contact Anne O'Hanian or Charles Hogan
by the end of the month . Requests may be sent also to
the Student Government office in Roberts Union. Interviews will begin shortly for all appointed positions.
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M AND ALA is an art studio - classroom - darkroom pottery place in the middle of downtown Waterville. It
exists to teach young people bbout the arts , and to
supply a limited amount of studio space for those who
teach. At the monent , MANDALA is in need of people
who want to help set up a pot shop, teach photography
and darkroom techniques, and maybe do some drama
in the near future, If you have a modicum of experience
and you ' would like to set up a studio or a classroom ,
send your name and address to Mike Havey at the Echo
office .
Sunday Morning Celebration
Lorimer Chapel
Sunday morning, 11 A.M.
Sept. 26, 1971
Worship Loaders: Gary Vencill and Steve Kelsey
Organist and choir-master: James Armstrong.

1
Clothing & Sptg .
Goods
I
Fairfield, Maine . I

Exeryth ing In Music
873-5622

99 Main St.

— —--

.

; Natural Foods .
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Student Government will meet each Monday night at
6:30 in the Student Government office in Roberts
Union . All students are welcome and invited to participate .

Upcoming Student Government lectures and concerts
for the first semester:
Sept. 25 a small group providing entertainment in
the Foss dining hall .
Oct. 2
J , Giles and John Hammond in concert in
the Fieldhouse (tickets in the Spa)
Oct . 7
Lecture by Leslie Fiedler
Oct. 22
Lecture by Dick Gregory
Nov . 6
Concert by the Almond Brothers
Dec. 2
Lecture by John Sack (journa list in Viet
Nam and an author)

Joseph's

Music Center
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Elections for dormitory representative to Student
Government will be held October 6th through 8th.
Petitions will open September 27 and close October 1st.
Also open for election is positions for two student representatives to the Board of Trustees. Information concerning the elections can be obtained from the Student
Government office , the handbook , or the Dean's Office.
Petitions will be available in the Dean's Office.
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BUY WHERE YOUR
COACHES BUY ?
Golf
Skindiving
Tenni s
Soccer
Jogging
Track
Baseball
Ping pong
Water ski is .
Hot pants
High leather boots
Flares
Track shoes
Mocassins
|Novelty T-shirts
Overalls
Suede jack ets
Sweat suits
Discoun t for Colby
students with ads
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( BERR Y ' S STATIONERS
74 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE
/ MAI NE
On The Concourse and Main Street *

SOCCER

SLU:47 COLBT:9

by Mike Szostak
If the football game against
St. Lawrence had ended aft er
the first quarter last week , it
would have been a happy day
for Coach McGee and his team.
At that time the score was 6-6.
But unfortunately for the Mules
the contest continued for three
more periods , and St. Lawrnece
University trounced Colby College 47-9.
; Colby put the first points on
the scoreboard in the opening
period when freshman Al Hanscom recovered a fumble and
carried the ball to the SL six
yard line. Quarterback Brian
Cone rushed for the touchdown,
St. Lawrence tied the score ,
but the Mule offense had no
trouble moving the ball from
its own 20 to the SL 18. There
the drive stalled , and Cone kicked a 28 yard field goal. His boot
ended Colby 's scoring for the
Day.
Bill Bradley, the SL quarterback , teamed with speedster
George Lewis to pick apart the
Colby Defense. Bradley found

Lewis in the clear twice and hit blocking. Cone never had much
him for TD passes of 22 and 64 time to pass , and the backs never
yards. Lewis also returned a punt had much running room. This is
75 yards for a touchdown in the easily understandable since the
second period .
St. Lawrence front four averaged
Colby's defensive secondary 240 lbs. against a small but quick
was not at all sharp in the game. Colby line.
Bradley, who according to seaThe future is not all that bleak
soned observers was not suppos- for the Mules , however. Brian
ed to have a terribly impressive Cone completed 11 of 21 passes
throwing arm , completed six of for 85 yards, and he proved that
when he had to , he could scrambseven passes in the first half.
le. Tight end Ron Oulette snared
Most of them were at crucial
times and resulted in substantial seven passes and Joe Mattos the
gains. The defensive backs also other four. Peter Gorniewicz carcould not contain the SL runried 16 times for 45 yards. Colby
ners when they broke into the
netted only 102 yards rushing,
secondary.
so it appears that Gorniewicz
Colby's fefensive line held up might be the workhorse that the
will when St. Lawrence tried to Colby offense desperately needs.
run up the middle , but they
Look for some defensive
could not stop the sweeps to the changes to bolster both the secoutside. After the game Coach
ondary and the pass rush against
McGee commented on the paly Coast Guard tomorrow.
of his defensive unit . "We plugIf Cone has time to throw and
ged up the middle fairly well,
Dave Lane is in the lineup, watch
but we will need help on the out- for the long pass to be used
side run. There will definitely be more often. Colby 's attack sorea change in the secondary ."
ly missed Lane's speed. Cone did
The problem on offense seem- not complete any bombs. David
ed to be a lack of consistant
is expected to play in the game
tomorrow.
¦""""""""""""""""""""""" ^"""""""""""""""" ¦¦¦¦¦^^¦MiM

Imported by the Aliens of M. S. Walker,Inc., Boston,Mass.
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Brad Simpson and John Pace
played aggressive defense at the
fullback positions. Co-captain
Bruce Frisbee was clearly the
game's standout as he tackled
surely, dribbled well, and, in
general, demonstrated good
soccer playing sense .
The second scrimmage at UM
PG turned into a 105 minute
marathon soccer match. Play was
i ?lativeiyv even for the regulation
90 minutes of the game. The
Colby offense was shut out while
the Gorham line scored at 10:00,
65:00, and 83:00. The scores
can be charged to the defense as,
once again, the team was bothered with positioning problems.
Sophomore halfback Steve Horan,
who played well against Thomas,
had another good day passing
accurately and hustling all the
time. The two coaches agreed to
play an extra ("LetLs play for
funsies!) fifteen minute period to
give everyone some playing time.
With most of the Colby starters
on the Bench, UMPG went wild.
Gorham scored four times to
make the final score 7-0.
The team has good depth at
the fullback positions but they
have got to learn positioning and
better man-to-man courage. Cocaptain John Koons and Steve
Horan should make a good pair
at the halfbacks and depth here
does not appear to be a real problem. The front line is loaded
with talent but has to learn to
find the nets. Players like Ken
Hardigan , Steve Collins, George
Bourikas, and Nat Smith have
the potential to score , but will
have to play more consistent
soccer if the offense is to be
effective.
.

Al Hanscom
QUICK KICKS
punted seven times averaging 40
I yards per kick. He sent one sailing 52 yards.... St. Lawrence rolled up 495 yards total offense
while Colby churned out 187....
Coach McGee's final thought on
the game.... "We .played poorly,
but with some hard work this
week, we'll be a better football
team against Coast Guard."
Tomorrow afternoon 1500 Homecomin g fans will see h ow much
better.

"There ' s no substitute for quality " ' .
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_ Yintqge Rose From Portugal

by Bob McGurn
With only five returning letter
men and a majority of freshmen
and sophomore ball play ers, the
Colby soccer team is undergoing
a series of changes and adjustments. The young character of
the team, as well as inexperience
with running a new 4-2-4 formation, are responsible for the
mistakes being made in positioning, passing, and playing consistency: but these things can be
overcome in time. The wquad is
hustling well in practices, and
the postential for a successful season is there. But, the team has
got to learn to "get it together."
In the first pre-season scrimmage against Thomas, Thomas
took a 1-0 lead at 13:00 minutes
of the first quarter on a goal by
their right wing. Steve Collins
tied it up for Colby at 21:00 with
an assist from Peter Kraft. Play
on both sides was rather inconsistent during the second and
third periods with neither side
being able to really dominate.
Goalie Mark Serdjenian stopped
a Thomas scoring threat by not
only blocking a penalty kick but
also a re-kick awarded to the
Thomas forward. The second
Colby score came at 69"00 on a
goal by Arnie Neustaetter with
Nat Smith assisting. Thomas
picked up the pace of the game
in an attempt to tie, which they
did , with one second left in the
game. A Thomas forward picked
up a short goal kick at the edge
of the penalty area and drove it
into the nets. Overtime was
scoreless with the final score 2-2.
Freshmen George Bourikas
and Peter Kraft handled the ball
impressively while their classmen

(formerly Tony ' s Pizza)

HklS Moved Tot

213 Main St.

(Next to Dunkin ' Donuts)

New additions to the menu ;
Lasagna
Spaghetti
Lebanese cabbage rolls
Imported Wine & Beer to go
Free delivery on all orders
over $5.
872-7767
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X-COUNTRY
by Rich Levy
With their first meet this Saturday, the cross country team
has been practicing for about two
weeks. For most of the team the
new season means the end of sum
mer long practice and the beginning of preparation for the infoor and outdoor teack season.
Most have participated in summer meets near their respective
homes. Unlike many sports, cross
country and track comprises a
year round activity for Colby 's
runners.
The team itself is much improved; with many young runners returning this year. Senior
captain Bob Hickey feels that
having just gone through a building year, he can look forward to
an exceptional season. Possibly
iiis reason for optimism is the
return of many fine veterens.
Lew Paquin, holder of the school
record for the course (25 min
45 sec), heads the list of fine upper classmen which includes
Peter Prime, Eddie Brennan,
Dave Bergstrom and Don Buckley. Freshmen who are expected
to compete successfully
this year on the varsity team include Eddie Mascioli, Warren
Foster, and Paul Fogan.
The Colby course is considered to be one of the most difficult in New England, due mainly

|

to the placement of Dana Hill
approximately 3 miles into the
track. This hell presents a
challenge to even the most ecperienced runners. As reports have
it , in spite of the typical Colby
weather we have had since school
opened, the course is pretty dry,
and running on the grass and
sand sections will be smooth.
Lew Paquin is confident that
this season he will better his record for the 5.2 mile course.
With a season that lasts well into
November , he will d efin itely
have many fine opportunities.
As a side note, Paquin also mentioned that the team had taken
on a distaff member, Bernie
Smith, who will act as manager.
Assuming no serious injuries,
I think that Coach Schulten can
look forward to a successful season, which will begin Saturday ,
September 25th. The finish will
take plac e du ring the Coa st
Guard football game, in front of
the home stands. The meet itself
is a three school contest between
Colby, Bates and Middlebury
colleges.
other home meets:
Sept. 29
University of M. Portland - Gorham
Oct. 2
University of M. Presque Isle
Oct. 9
University of New
Brunswick, Maine Maritime
Academy
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]Q phys ed

Again we invite you to come
down and browse.
We have more "bells "

>*.«^

have more corduroys....

' ' l.;

by Cheryl Booker
f
This fall the Women's Physical
. 'Education department has launch
ved an ambitious new program for
Sfreshman women which was set
fjj up by " the Faculty-Student Education Committee during 1970-71.
|"In an attempt to make physical
^education more personal , we are
|beginning with a six week orientation program ," explained Mrs.
|Marjorie Either , head of the worn
fen 's division of Colby athletics.
,$Thc firs t general meetings which
'fewere held during the week of
>|Sept. 13 included an explanation
,$pf the department' s philosophy
^;;of education , its general aims,
|and specific objectives. Basically,
|it is hoped that the physical education program at Colby will
^[provide its women wi th a pcttern
|of activity for future years, opgportunities for exercise here at
ijl Colby, chances to participate in
Igroup activities with recreational
f aspects , an opportunity to bof come an efficient swimmer , and
<|an adequate instructional program
% Time will be allowed for fitness
I tests , measurement of skill proJiiciency, and posture analysis
I during the orientation period.
f Also included in the program is
•|a tour of the field house and de|monstrations of activities which
^;¦' may never have been introduced
at the high school level such as
- ivido , squash , and dance. Finally,

I
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beginning on Oct. 18, each student will have an individual conference with an instructor to record her past history , summerize
her orientation tests, and select
the courses which she will take
during future seasons. '
As soon as any freshman girl
fulfills the specific objecti ves of
the physical education department after orientation , she is
then eligible for study under the
independent plan. Here the aim
is for a girl to be free to participate in any activity , not just one
area in which one may be highly
skilled. The time spent each
week is equivalent to any regular
activity, and is recorded under
the honor system, If one has been
on the freshman independent
plan for one year , a waiver may
be applied for which would exempt a student from future semesters of physical education.
Unfortunately for Colby 's
upperclasswomen , the above program applies only to the class of
1975. In fairness to all those involved , when a student enters a
program she must fulfill the requirements which were established
for her class. All of the girls in
this year's freshman class should
appreciate the extra amount of
time and effort which is being
spent by the Women 's Physical
Education department in this
now endeavor .

We have more j eans....
t
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We have more of everything in our
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. . . . . if this is not your cup of tea , and if you
are still traditionally inclined.....
Visit our COLBY CORNER
(we 'll see you soon!) ,

Levine s
jMft

THE STORE FOR MEN AND BOYS
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